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Interested in business gifts from

Red Cedar Coffee Co? 

Call us at 440.260.7509 or visit us

online at RedCedarCoffee.com.

Coffee Lover’s Bundle    $21.99

Each Coffee Lover’s Bundle includes: Tanzanian Peaberry, Colombian Supremo,

Guatemala Antigua, Red Cedar Select, Java Estate.

Our Coffee Lover's Bundle is a lovely selection of coffees showcasing a variety of

unique coffees. Each pot pack is measured to brew a full pot of coffee. Simply

tear open the package, pour into your filter and press the brew button on your

brewer.

Looking for a delicious gift for your corporate customers? Are you looking to send

an employee appreciation gift? Maybe you want to send a special thank you.

Whatever the reason, we have you covered!

We have curated a selection of gift sets that will please your coffee lover. 

This gift set features a selection of popular medium roast coffees.

Each Signature Set includes three 12 oz. bags of the following coffees: 

Guatemala Antigua, Tanzanian Peaberry, Fair Trade Mexico

Available whole bean or ground.

Signature Set    $49.99
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Festive Trio   $42.99
Our Festive Trio features three 12-ounce bags of the following seasonal

flavored coffees: Jingle Bell Java, Holly Jolly Cranberry, Elves' Delight.

It is guaranteed to make the season bright! 

Available whole bean or ground. 

Holiday Cheer    $21.99
Spread some Holiday Cheer with a collection of our most festive holiday flavored

coffees. Each pot pack is measured to brew a full pot of coffee. Simply tear open

the package, pour into your filter and press the brew button on your brewer.

Each Holiday Cheer includes: Holly Jolly Cranberry, Mocha Biscotti, Elves' Delight,

Jingle Bell Java, Winter Carnival.
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Five Flavorful Flavors    $21.99
Our Five Flavorful Flavors set is a selection of our most popular flavored coffees.

Each pot pack is measured to brew a full pot of coffee. Simply tear open the

package, pour into your filter and press the brew button on your brewer.

Each set includes: Pirates' Brew, Nutty Hawaiian, Grogmeister Gold, Snickernut,  

Crème Brulee.
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